Abstract. This paper introduces the use of gaming technology for the creation of immersive video conferencing systems. The system integrates virtual meeting rooms with avatars and life video feeds, shared across different clients. Video analysis is used to create a sense of immersiveness by introducing aspects of the real world in the virtual environment. This architecture will ease and stimulate the development of immersive and intelligent telepresence systems.
Introduction
Telepresence allows a person to feel as if they were present at a location other than their true location. Current systems lack in conveying the true telepresence feeling since they just visualize the other meeting rooms. Recent work shows the interest in more immersive telepresence by creating virtual worlds or 3D representations of participants [1] . Additionally, efforts have been done to introduce different information sources to video conferencing. Typical examples are the application of video analysis for head or gaze tracking [2, 3] .
In this work we show that a game engine is well-suited to create such immersive telepresence systems and allows for easy updating, modular architectures, advanced networking and rendering capabilities. The work is part of the iCocoon (immersive Communication through Computer vision) project 1 .
Video Conferencing using Game Engine Technology
Current game engines allow the development of 3D multi-player games. They provide means for creating, editing and rendering virtual worlds, interaction and network exchange of information. Created for the ease of game development, we propose to benefit from the efforts made in this area to create an immersive video conferencing system. For this purpose, Unity 2 , a multi-player game development tool, is used to create game applications (see Fig. 1 for an example).
Each of those applications can act as server or client and present the end-user with a view on a virtual environment consisting of avatars, life video feeds, and models of the meeting rooms. The user can interact with the virtual world on different levels (e.g., chatting, logging in and off, and selecting different camera views). The latter can be accomplished using C#-script, inherent to Unity to implement game functionality. Both the virtual world and avatars are synchronized using the built-in network support of Unity (remote procedure calls and state synchronization), allowing to shield the developer from low-level network programming. The video feeds are also analysed by external video analysis modules which extract relevant information, (using OpenCV 3 ). Different analysis scenarios can be imagined, e.g., detection of illumination, motion of the camera, moving objects, face detection, gaze tracking, and gesture recognition. The results of the analysis is represented as metadata and send to the server over socket communication. The server consequently processes the metadata and makes appropriate changes to the virtual world. Using the game technology, these changes are automatically communicated to the other clients. Changes of the avatars, meeting rooms, and camera viewpoints are typical examples of actions that are triggered by the metadata. light is turned of in the real world, the illumination change is detected by video analysis and send to the server. The server updates the light source in the virtual environment, which is consequently reflected on all clients.
Conclusions
We propose the use of game development tools to create immersive video conferencing. This allows to create virtual meeting rooms with avatars shared across different clients. Additionally, video analysis is integrated to create a sense of immersiveness by introducing aspects of the real world in the virtual environment. Future work consists of testing the system with multiple users on aspects like scalability, performance, and quality of user experience.
